MEAN SIDEWALKS

ANIL
Perth, Australia

• REBUSSES:
  1. EDPF  2. WOE  3. 362436

• RIDDLE:
What emotional weakness did Alexander the Great and Jesus have in common?

• 'UP-SCENE' EUPHEMISMS
As penance for occasionally using obscenities in Word Ways, I propose these cryptic homophonic euphemisms for a number of common curses, something like Cockney rhyming slang, inspired by classics like Mike Hunt, Master Bates, Mother Duck, cunning linguist, & Got down some old ditch.

EUPHEMISM
  'a virgin fish'
  'billy’s revelation'
  'DIY glue'
  'Dolly Parton classics'
  'Edam on frozen dog'
  'fish feces'
  'pot belly punch'
  'stuffy-air ticket line'
  'travel lure ad'
  '100% on target'

CRYPTIC OBSCENE HOMOPHONE
  a pure wrasse
  goat tell
  stick kit
  biggest hits
  Cheese is cur-iced.
  bass turd
  bulge hit
  fug queue
  mass tour bait
  Each hit!

QUIZ: Translate these five euphemisms:
  1. ‘Fish, Dashiell!’
  2. ‘heart of 18th letter’
  3. ‘arrive booze’
  4. ‘pre-bath farmer’
  5. ‘rooster aid’

REBUS ANSWERS:
  1. Yep, folks, it’s EDIE PIAF.
  2. We have nothing inside!
  3. normal curve (Don’t we wish! 364840 would be a more average belly-shaped curve these days.)

RIDDLE ANSWER:
They were crybabies. Alex wept from nothing left to do, Jesus wept from too much left to do.

QUIZ ANSWERS:
  1. Cod, Hammett! / 2. R soul / 3. come liquor / 4. dirty hoer / 5. cock succor